**TIP OF THE WEEK**

**MODEL** ...........D61/61i-24, D65/65i-18, D85-18, D155/155i-8

**FEATURE** ................OPERATOR SEAT ADJUSTMENT

**STD / OPT** ..........................................................STANDARD

**SUGGESTED SETTING** ..........OPERATOR PREFERENCE

The standard air suspension seat has 7 adjustments to increase operator comfort.

During machine demo, have the operator sit and make adjustments. Key switch must be ON to power the air compressor. Pull height lever (“H”) up until the diagonal line crosses the center of indicator window.

Seat Heater Switch
thermostat controlled:
Position (a) is OFF, position (b) is ON.
When ON it warms the seat surface @ 50⁰ F or less and shuts OFF @ 68⁰ F or above.

*Note: For D65 and larger models, it is recommended to pull LH console forward by actuating lever, at (1) when angling the seat 12.5 degrees to the right.

For additional information, please consult the Product Bulletin, Operator’s Manual or Shop Manual. Photos may include optional equipment.
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